
 

Americhem Announces New Business Division 
 
 

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio (April 12th, 2022) – Americhem, a globally recognized 

designer and manufacturer of custom color masterbatch, functional additives, 

engineered compounds, and performance technologies, has announced their new 

business division: Americhem Healthcare. With over 30 years of Healthcare 

application expertise and the tremendous segment growth in recent years, the 

business decision was made to create Americhem Healthcare. 

 

Americhem Healthcare is focused on optimizing performance, innovating solutions, 

and earning trust in the Healthcare and Medical Device industry. They collaborate 

with their medical OEM customers on everything from biocompatibility testing and 

formulations to DMF and regulatory support to medical certification compliancy and 

locked formulations. Americhem Healthcare will support their customers every step of 

the process by providing global expertise in material selection, medical device 

product development support, and cross collaboration between teams. 

 

Americhem Healthcare’s Global Commercial Director, Bill Feldman, stated, “Our 

medical-focused application developers and sales teams across NAFTA, Europe, and 

Asia are able to do rapid development projects and small lot capacities as well as 

support our customers’ global regulatory demands and provide niche healthcare 

expertise. Americhem Healthcare has proven its commitment to the Healthcare 

industry not only through our 30 years of experience, but also by dedicating a clean 

compounding facility and a plant expansion to our Morrisville, PA manufacturing 

facility. We also have plants that are ISO 13485 certified.” 

 

For more information on Americhem Healthcare, stop by Americhem’s booth at 

MD&M West April 12-14 at Booth # 1746 or visit their website to contact a 

representative today by filling out the Commercial Inquiry form at 

https://www.americhem.com/pages/contact-us 

 
About Americhem  

Americhem is an innovative, technology-driven leader in the global polymer industry. 
Its foundation is built around delivering Performance, Solutions and Trust through 
close collaboration with customers seeking to optimize their polymer products. All of 
the company's products are backed by complete technical support that ensures 
quality, reliability and value. Americhem operates 11 manufacturing plants and 
maintains sales offices throughout the world. Central research and development 
facilities and headquarters are located in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. 
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